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European Investment Bank

The Bank promoting EU objectives
EU’s financing arm, established by
the Treaty of Rome (1958)
Promoting EU objectives
Convergence and social cohesion
Support to Small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs)
Environmental sustainability,
including Climate Change Action
Knowledge Economy
Trans-European Networks (TENs)
Sustainable, competitive and
secure energy
Sustainability of Natural resources
Providing long term financial support
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A strong response to the crisis
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2013 in figures
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Our products
We help catalyse investment

LENDING

BLENDING

Loans
(individual, multi-sector,
multi-component
projects)

Combining EIB finance
with EU budget
(SPL projects)
(Project Bond Initiative)

But also:
Guarantees
(trade financing)

Higher risk projects for
innovation (RSFF) and
Youth Employment

Equity participation
(investment funds)

ADVISING
Advisory Services:
Prepare & implement
projects (JASPERS)
Independent Quality
Review
Support for public /
private partnerships
(EPEC)

Attracting FUNDING for long-term growth
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Definitions
(multi-scheme/multi-borrower loans)
Framework Loan
Multi-scheme operation where, due to nature of the loan
components, the information at the appraisal stage may
not be complete, whereby decisions concerning the
financing of specific sub-schemes have to be taken after
Board approval on the basis of additional information.
Structural Programme Loan
A sub-set of Framework Loans, these are multi- scheme
programmes of both small and large projects included
within an Operational Programme (OP) of a public sector
managing authority for EU Funds.
Global Loan
An loan intermediated through a financial institution,
dedicated to support SME/MC, with individual
authorisations under EUR 25 million and eligibility criteria
established by the EIB.
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The EIB: Supporting EU policy goals
Sustainable growth and jobs in Europe
Innovation and skills
Trans-European Networks
Sustainable, competitive and secure energy
Financing SMEs and Mid-caps
Economic and social cohesion
Special support for economically weaker regions
Helping regions to absorb EU funds
Integrating/supporting populations at risk
(including social housing)
Environmental sustainability
Climate action (mitigation and adaptation)
Natural resource efficiency (from the sea to the forests)
Sustainable transport and Resilient/smart cities
Conservation ofEuropean
cultural
heritage
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The policy bank of the EU
Promoter’s request
Eligibility
criteria

Banking
criteria

Project cycle
in the EIB

Project appraisal
Economic
Technical
Environmental
Procurement
Financial
Legal

Management
Committee

Contract
negotiation

Supervision
Board of
Administrators
Loan approval

Contract
signature

Project
Lender
Guarantor

Importance of an early participation of the EIB

The top priority: Improvement of citizen’s quality of life
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EIB’s environmental and
sustainable objectives
Promoting social well-being
Minimising adverse environmental impact in all projects
(public consensus)
EIB environmental investment focuses on:
tackling climate change
protecting and enhancing biodiversity
promoting the sustainable use of natural resources & waste
management
improving the quality of life in the urban environment

Preserve, protect and improve the environment,
EIB’s “Environmental Statement” on the web
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The Climate Change Action
The scientific community at large recognizes that climate change
is taking place due to a complex ocean-land-air relationship driven
by greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions mainly generated by human
activities.
The urgent need to combat the threats that climate change poses
to health, the environment and the economy as a result of global
warming is felt extensively at the international level.
The European Union (EU) has taken a clear and increasingly
strong political leadership in this regard and made climate change
mitigation and adaptation a top policy priority.
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Reference to the EIB in the
Atlantic Action Plan
“The European Investment Bank Group (EIB Group)
stands ready to mobilise its financing tools and
expertise in support of suitable projects in order to
further the Action Plan's priorities.
The EIB can extend support to both public and
private sector activities in the form of lending,
blending and technical advice.
It offers a variety of financing instruments, ranging
from investment loans for both direct and indirect
financing to equity funds via the EIF, in order to
support activities across a range of sizes.”
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Problems in financing
public sector projects
Even where underlying investments are sound, in
post crisis environment, public programmes face
difficulties in accessing finance:
•Heightened degree of risk aversion
by commercial banks
•Deteriorating credit rating / debt
ceilings
•Difficulties for smaller privatesector providers to access finance
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Options for using public funds
(apart from conventional loans)
Broadly speaking, two:
Grants / Interest rate subsidies
 reduces cost of capital
European Commission
Risk-sharing approach:
 increases access to capital
European Investment Bank

Which approach provides better public value
for money in current market conditions?
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Annual activity in the urban sector

On average, it represents
between 10 and 15% of the
lending activity of the Bank
(and continuously
growing)
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EIB project requirements:
the « three pillars »
Eligibility =
consistency with
EU priorities

Technical quality
and economic
soundness

Financial viability
and adequate
security

Comply with procurement and environmental
protection regulations

A project assessment with many facets
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Other examples of EIB support to sea basin
strategies: EIB in the Baltic Sea Region
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EIB financing the urban sector
MAIN SECTORS OF ACTIVITY
Urban development and renewal (namely infrastructures)

Social housing and fight against social exclusion
Individual buildings of community interest, including energy
efficiency actions

Protection/rehabilitation of Historic and Cultural heritage
Improvement of Public transport, soft modes, traffic
calming, modal interchanges, clean vehicles
Education and health facilities
Water cycle and improvement of the environment, including
waste treatment
Utilities, including district heating & street lighting
Natural disasters (prevention/mitigation of effects)
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EIB’s due diligence:
technical appraisal
Scope of works
Feasible solutions
Procurement
Sound unit costs
Components balance
Cost contingencies
Implementation plan
Project management
Production
O&M annual costs
Revenues stream
Operational ratio

Environmental impact and surveillance
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Tariffs structure
Subsidies sources
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Municipal Framework Loan: Szczecin (PL)

European Investment Bank
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General rules (FL)
Screening of components
forming part of a coherent program
Multi-sector approach
The EIB analyses strategies,
prioritisation of investment,
implementation and monitoring
procedures during appraisal.
Allow a flexible allocation
procedure ex-post to the
contract signature
Thresholds of EUR 25/50m
Periodic review of allocation procedures
In principle, disbursements: upfront up to 30% and
the subsequent subject to satisfactory progress.
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EIB financing Social Housing
Priority

Low
- Upgrading,
replacement and
reorganisation of
urban infrastructure
and public facilities
(including cultural
heritage)
- Acquisition of
buildings and
conversion of former
industrial sites for
social or public usage
20/07/2015

Medium
- New construction or
retrofitting of social
and affordable
housing (including
related infrastructure)
to achieve modern
standards
- Upgrading,
replacement and
reorganisation of key
EU Institutions
buildings
European Investment Bank

High
- Upgrading of
existing housing stock
and related
infrastructure with key
focus on energy
efficiency
- New construction of
housing as means to
either alleviate
poverty and social
exclusion or to
redevelop brownfield
sites
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The 3+1 «R» about Natural Disasters
Emergency bodies

Rescue

donnors

Reconstruction
EIB

Risk
management
Banks and IFIs
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The Atlantic Forum
An opportunity to reinvigorate our role
 Sustainable management of natural
resources
 Food security
 Improving social cohesion
 Potential for development of
aquaculture within the EU
 Encouraging the development of an
efficient and financially robust sector
 Strong support to SME
 Complementary role of EIB loans
alongside sources of grant finance
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EIB support to fisheries
and aquaculture
Active in the sector for 30 years
Investment loans:
Mainly orientated towards
international development
Examples: shrimp aquaculture in Madagascar;
upgrading of fishing boats in Guinea-Bissau
Intermediated lending:
Supporting private-sector investment in EU and
internationally
Average loan size: EUR 400,000
Examples: Investment in locally-operating coastal
boats, associated port infrastructure, aquaculture,
fish processing.
13 June 2012
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Investment Plan for Europe:
general conclusions
Projects require full appraisal, as other projects
financed by EIB
Forecast: EUR 15-20 bn / y, on top of existing
pipeline (depending on risk profiles)
Greater ability to handle riskiness
Increasing importance of loans, guarantees and
participation in equity to leverage private sector
investment
Continued importance of EU structural and other
funds
Key role of member state authorities, as well as
private sector and SME stakeholders
20/07/2015
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Investment Plan for Europe project lists
Member State and Commission project selection
criteria
Perceived economic viability
Potential to start in 2015-2017 period
Larger project focus, with acknowledgement of
SME role
2,000 potential projects identified comprising
investment of EUR 1.3 trillion
Approx. 150-200 projects (EUR 230 billion) of
potential relevance to target AAP regions / sectors
20/07/2015
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The Investment Plan for Europe:
contribution to the Atlantic Strategy?
4 Action Plan priorities:
Entrepreneurship and
innovation
Marine and coastal
environment
Accessibility and
connectivity
Social inclusivity and
sustainability

5 “Juncker Plan” sectors:
Knowledge, innovation and
digital economy
Resources and
environment
Transport
Energy union
Social infrastructure

…with higher risk profile than EIB’s traditional portfolio
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Please keep in mind
EIB already a leading lender to flagship projects
Make full use of tried and tested financing tools
Ensure that potential project promoters are aware
of EIB’s financing options; improve access for
bankable projects

Actively consider how existing tools may be
adapted to best meet needs of maritime sectors
EIB, a natural partner for Atlantic Strategy
investment projects
20/07/2015
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Thank you

www.eib.org

The EIB is the EU instrument for lending,
blending and providing technical advice
to finance sustainable solutions.
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